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The Science of Revision
Whilst we know more about the science of learning than ever, many students still do not use
the most time-efficient and effective strategies. This results in them under-performing when it
comes to those all-important exams.
Below are five evidence-based strategies which are devoted to the art of effective revision:
Spacing
Doing something little and often – referred to as SPACING – beats doing it all at once.
Revising for eight hours in one day is not as effective as doing one hour of revision for eight
days. This is because the time in between allows you to re-learn the information, which
cements it in your long-term memory. In some studies, using spacing instead of cramming
has resulted in a 10% to 30% difference in final exam scores.
Ideally, the gap between revision sessions should be between 10% and 20% of the total time
you want to retain the information. If the test is in a month, you should review the information
around once a week. If the test is in a week, create time once a day.

Testing
You don't want to get to the exam and find out that you can't actually draw any of that
studied material out of your memory.
Completing low stakes tests, quizzes – either on your own or with friends or family members,
and past papers are one of the most effective ways to improve memory. This is sometimes
referred to as RETRIEVAL PRACTICE, one of the most robust and enduring findings in
educational psychology.
Interleaving
INTERLEAVING means mixing up the subjects being revised on a particular day, rather than
spending a whole day revising one subject (eg History), which is referred to as blocking.
Studies have proven that mixing up revision material enables
links to be drawn between the different subjects being studied.
Considering the overlap between certain A-Level subjects for
example, this can be a beneficial way to tackle revision. It may
also help in discriminating between the different types of
problems presented in exams and thus aids finding a solution
to them.
One recent study also suggests that interleaving strengthens memory associations, whereas
blocking temporarily holds information in your short-term memory.
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A good study partner
A word of warning: studying with other people can be incredibly distracting. This is probably
magnified for teenagers who due to ongoing changes and development in their brain, are more
likely to seek novelty and find it harder to manage self-control. However, If chosen carefully,
working with the right study partner can have multiple benefits.
One study, for example, discovered that teenagers who had to work through a problem-solving
task together “engaged in more exploratory behaviour and learned faster from positive and
negative feedback”, compared with working on their own.
The Zeigarnik effect
On average 75% of students consider themselves as procrastinators. In other words, they put
off revision for as long as they possibly can. Sitting down and starting the task is half the battle
for many students.
The answer to overcoming this may have been found in a café in Berlin almost 90 years ago,
where psychologist Bluma Zeigarnik would discuss research with her supervisor, Kurt Lewin.
They noticed that the busy waiters appeared to only remember orders that were in the process
of being served, but once they were completed, the order disappeared from their memory.
To study this further, Zeigarnik asked a series of
participants to do a series of simple tasks in the lab,
like solving puzzles and stringing beads. For some
of the time, participants were interrupted half way
through and afterwards she asked them which
activities they remembered doing.
Interestingly, she found that people were twice as
likely to remember the tasks during which they’d
been interrupted than those they completed.
So, what does this have to do with procrastination?
The ZEIGARNIK EFFECT suggests that not finishing a task creates mental tension, which
keeps it at the forefront of our memory. The only thing that will relieve this tension? Closure
brought on by completion of the task.
As such, the phenomenon proposes that making a start on something – no matter how big or
small – keeps it ticking away at the back of your mind until you reach the end.
And the same goes for your revision. If you can just start the task, then the Zeigarnik effect
may take over, increasing your motivation and likelihood of seeing the task through to
completion.
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